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Details of Visit:

Author: NNTT
Location 2: Cheshire
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 11 Sep 2013 11.30
Duration of Visit: 30 minutes
Amount Paid: 40
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Brooklyns Babes @Brooklynscrewe
Website: http://www.brooklynsbabes.com
Phone: 01270215600

The Premises:

Brooklyns is well reported upon. It is a parlour in Crewe with good transport links in a safe area. I
found the parlour itself to be clean with good facilities and welcoming staff.

The Lady:

Sienna herself has numerous other reports. She is a petite blonde, I'd say size 8-10 in her early to
mid 20's with relatively large enhanced boobs. Sienna's flowing blonde hair, cut into a sassy
modern style and few tatoos coupled to her bubbly personality give her great sex appeal.

The Story:

For completeness, since my last filed report in July 2012, in the intervening period I have visited
with two further escorts. In one appointment I did lose my virginity to an escort previously seen. The
second, more recent appointment was limited in scope. However, the requirements of the field
reports system do unfortunately prevent me from posting full reports on either positive encounter.

So, with the above paragraph my punting career, indeed almost my whole sexual experience with
women, is detailed. I have visited with six ladies, and I can genuinely say they have all been terrific
in different ways. Going from just booking an escort, to full penetration has been a long and difficult
journey for me. I guess for many this is a difficult concept to understand, but equally I'm sure a
percentage will know exactly the point I am making. I just wanted to take this paragraph to express
my sincere thanks to all who over the years have advised, commented or helped me, either on this
forum, another or in real life.

Yet moving forward I felt I had one more major obstacle to overcome, arguably more nerve racking
than my first time, to visit the much more public environment of a parlour. I set about researching
the right establishment to visit with some precision, location, facilities, reputation, appropriate ladies,
value and so forth, I did want my first visit to a parlour to be as well researched as possible. With
guidance from others along the way and consultation with resources I made the decision Sienna at
Brooklyns in Crewe would be a wise choice.

I was able to book in advance and found the up to date rota online useful in this regard. Remarkably
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for me I found the journey to and access to Brooklyn’s perfectly straightforward. No issues with
buzzers, delivery men (as in the past!) or location. I elected for the quick assent up the more private
metal staircase entrance at the rear and within no time I was met by the smile of a friendly
receptionist who having taken my appointment details directed me towards the waiting room.

Luckily for me the waiting area, which seems to act as a bit of a pass through between some rooms,
was empty, barring this morning on the TV, although I can imagine it could get very busy at times.
To cover my own nerves I picked up the closest magazine to hand to read, although I'm not sure the
pullout on female tattoos from a lad’s mag was really my interest area. Within a few moments a
scantily clad but rather fetching petite young lady appeared introducing herself as Lana with a soft
handshake and passing a few pleasantries as she drifted through the room, a very nice touch when
not really required. The third lady available that day was Naomi, and although I did catch a glimpse
of her, she did appear much more focused on what she was doing. I think in many ways Lana
helped me settle right down, It was like heaven having half clad young ladies walking in and out!

In no time at all I was directed towards a room by the receptionist. The room itself, like all I
witnessed at Brooklyns was perfectly clean, pleasant and functional for what was required. It was
just big enough for a double bed and some space around. Here I informed the receptionist it was
my first time in a parlour, to which she appeared taken aback I wasn't more nervous and looking
back I am myself. She outlined the basics and said if I showered Sienna would be with me shortly.

Well it was obvious things were running slightly too well so it was a cold shower for me, I think I was
just slightly too flustered to work it and just as I stepped out the shower naked Sienna entered in a
very revealing silver type bikini outfit with matching high heels and fishnet stockings. I'm not sure
how you manage to dry you own backside with an erection and still look composed and I'm sure I
didn't manage it!

With a pleasant greeting kiss Sienna introduced herself and I explained my situation. It was
immediately obvious why Sienna seems to have such a fan club. Her online pictures are accurate,
Sienna is a petite lady, early to mid 20's with a fabulous slender figure. Enhanced boobs, but they
appeared very natural to me, with soft tanned skin. Her hairstyle is now super modern, long flowing
blonde hair, but shorter and layered on one side and that together with a few tattoos gave her much
more of a rock chick look, but very sexy indeed. I was instantly struck at how bubbly and
straightforward Sienna was, skillfully taking my nerves and seemingly disarming them with a few of
her very first comments in her sassy Manchester accent "is it ok to remove my heels, I can wobbly
in them like a drag queen at times (or similar)".

So up I hopped onto the bed and Sienna offered a massage and to explain the ropes to me.
Brooklyns offers a basic cum once service in the 30 minutes which includes covered services with
kissing and reverse oral and then the ladies charge extra for specialities, of which Sienna appears
to have many; although Sienna did quip she guessed I wouldn't be taking a strap-on! I have to say
as she explained her massage was like no other I have had. Instantly I could feel Sienna grinding
her boobs into me and nibbling on my ear. Totally unexpectedly she dragged her nails through my
hair which sent a tingle down my spine. Sienna seemed to indicate she didn't think she was great at
massage, believe me it was the best massage I've had!

I opted for the basic service first time, I must say I'm sure Sienna could have talked me into most
things, but I was really impressed she didn't pressure me and explained everything clearly. Soon I
was flipped over and she was happy to kiss quite deeply, at which point I discovered she has a
tongue piercing, and I enjoyed fondling her lovely boobs and erect nipples.

Then starts my one major disappointment of the visit, my own performance. Sienna moved to
perform covered oral, yet whether it is my inexperience, her skill or a combination I did have to ask
her to slow down or stop as I felt continually sensitive and close to climax, which was frustrating
because it felt great. Sienna asked if I was interested in '69', sure I said but I admit I was totally
hesitant and nervous of what I should be doing. I can say Sienna had such a pretty pussy, she
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looked amazing and as she moved to licking my balls, I relaxed from now fearing I'd cum. I will say I
felt my inhibitions lift and I really enjoyed exploring her, the first time I had felt such a feeling and
with Sienna reassuring me I had done fine, although I'm not so sure myself. The one slight
embarrassment was my tummy started to rumble very loudly during this!

By now I was very eager for Sienna to go on top. This was only the second time I have had sex.

I must say the first time I found penetration an overwhelming sensation, something tight bordering
on uncomfortable and it was over very quickly, I guess to be expected. And while this is by no
means a criticism of the lady involved, it had made me actually very cautious and reluctant of
penetration. So I must admit I was tense as Sienna lowered herself onto me and yes with a few
thrusts of her hips and more kissing I had to ask her to slow down, although throughout Sienna was
great about it. She suggested we try mish and doggy so I could control the pace, which I
appreciated. Entering her from behind it did feel fabulous to be able to be really gentle, shallow and
slow in penetrating her and watching her snug pussy clasped around my shaft. I managed to build
up a little more depth and rhythm, but again within no time was close to the edge, Sienna offered to
stop if I wanted and to try mish but to be honest I glanced up towards the mirror and felt I just
wanted to continue to climax. Although sex was over quickly, I had managed to last a little longer
than my first time and Sienna's suggested position change had helped and to be honest how dumb I
actually hadn't considered it before she suggested it.

During the clean up I stepped off the bed backwards and a word of warning, certainly in that room it
is a high bed! Sienna asked if I was taking a shower, to which I said no, but she suggested she was.
I wasn't quite sure if this was an invitation to join her and to be honest thought it was too rude to ask
to. Although the actually contact of the appointment was well under 30 minutes, clearly my own
fault, I enjoyed chatting to Sienna as we both got changed in the remaining time. Everything from
hairstyles, to work and the neighbours below, during which time she did confirm she only works at
Brooklyns and that my performance wasn't so bad, normally first timers cum quickly or struggle to
gain or maintain by the sounds of it, something luckily I haven't suffered from. And so with a kiss
and a trip through a busying waiting room I was seen out and elected to go down the rear stairs.

My reflection of my first parlour visit was overall positive. Brooklyns is very professional; I found it
friendly, relaxed and good value for money. Sienna looks amazing, she is bubbly and I enjoyed
being in her company. She is clearly very skilled and good at what she does. I can imagine due to
my inexperience I didn't really scratch the surface of how naughty she can be.

I was a little frustrated with myself and my own lack of control, although I guess that is down to
experience. I also feel I'd have to have longer to reflect on the independent vs. parlour experience.
There is no doubt I felt the parlour experience was more of a commercial feeling than visiting an
independent. It did feel a little more rushed, that is not a criticism of Brooklyns or Sienna, but to
think there is a waiting room of people, for example, and you are on a short fuse it does give a very
different feel to what I have experienced before.

Overall I am pleased I took the step to visit a parlour and pleased with the experience at Brooklyns
and happy Sienna was the first experience I had in such an environment. If she would allow me
back I would very much love to see her again and would highly recommend her. Thanks Brooklyns,
thank Sienna.

So here ends a chapter for me. In many ways I have set out the index of my punting career. Over
18 months ago I felt I had a mountain to climb to get to this stage. I could have never ever seen me
having the courage to visit a parlour. I no longer feel out of my depth in this world and at least
capable of visiting both an independent and parlour and this leads to a new chapter of discovering
what makes me tick and what I like. So while I'm sure the length of my reports will become less,
thankfully, I intially felt I may reach this stage and stop punting, things may change but my
experiences have been positive and I will continue and report where I can.
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